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BEYOND GREY BY ELLA COOK
Have the tissues ready for this beautifully written, emotional debut novel.

What if you became an outsider in your own life?
Jennifer Hughes doesn’t have an extraordinary life, but that doesn’t matter – she loves her family 
and enjoys her job as a teacher. In her eyes, her unextraordinary life is utterly perfect.

But then, in the blink of an eye, Jennifer finds herself cut off from everything she knew and loved, 
confined to a strange new world and forced to watch from a distance as her family and friends pick 
up the pieces.

Can Jennifer hold her perfect life together, even though she’s not living it herself?

ISBN: 9781912550357
Pages: 284
Category: Women’s 
Fiction/Contemporary
Rights: World
Setting: UK
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Ella Cook
Ella is one of those people who is addicted to the written word. She’s been obsessed 

with books since before she could walk. She decided to become a writer as soon as she 
realised that stringing letters together in the right order could actually be a career. She 
grew up in the outskirts of London, where fairies lived at the bottom of her Grandma’s 
garden, so it isn’t surprising that she still looks for magic in every day life – and often 
finds it. When she’s not living in a fantasy world of her own creation, she writes bids 
and develops programmes for children’s services, and lives in rural Warwickshire 
(where there are probably more fairies). She shares her house with two small parrots, 
one of whom likes to critique her writing from his favourite spot on her shoulder, and 
her husband who is ever loving and understanding and makes her gallons of tea in 
magical cups that can keep drinks warm for whole chapters.
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“Beyond Grey is a moving, unique, highly original, emotional and utterly heartbreaking story of love and loss.”
Frankie, Blogger and Reviewer, Chicks Rogues and Scandals

Novel: Beyond Grey. 

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/beyond-grey/


ONE BY ONE BY HELEN BRIDGETT
This gripping, well-crafted thriller will have you completely absorbed!

When practising what you preach is easier said than done …
Professor Maxie Reddick has her reasons for being sceptical of traditional policing methods, but, in 
between her criminology lecturing job and her Criminal Thoughts podcast, she stays firmly on the 
side lines of the crime solving world.
Then a young woman is brutally attacked, and suddenly it’s essential that Maxie turns her words 
into actions; this is no longer an academic exercise this is somebody’s life.
But as she delves deeper, the case takes a sickening turn, which leads Maxie to the horrifying 
realisation that the attack might not have been a one-off. It seems there’s a depraved individual out 
there seeking revenge, and they’ll stop at nothing to get it … little by little … one by one.

ISBN: 9781912550418
Pages: 288 
Category: 
Rights: World
Setting: UK
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Helen Bridgett
Helen Bridgett lives in the North East of England. Outside of writing feel good fiction, 
Helen loves the great outdoors and having a good laugh with friends over a glass of 
wine. Helen lives with her husband and their chocolate Labrador, Angus; all three can 
often be found walking the Northumberland coastline that inspired Summer at 
Serenity Bay.
Novel: Summer at Serenity Bay first book in series (Book 2 planned for Christmas 2021), 
One By One (debut thriller)
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“This is a book that hits the ground running and then doesn't let up with the tension and twists! ”
Karen Mace, Blogger and Reviewer, Books and Me

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/one-by-one/


IT STARTED WITH A PIRATE BY KIRSTY FERRY
A fun new romance in the Schubert series from Kirsty Ferry.

Coffee, cake and cats ...
These are a few of Lexie Farrington’s favourite things, and when she walks into the Thistledean Café 
in Edinburgh, she’s delighted to find all three: coffee, cake, a big black cat on a purple lead being 
held by a very grumpy-looking pirate. Okay, maybe she wasn’t quite expecting that one ...
Of course, Billy McCreadie isn’t really a pirate; he just knows a lot about them and is on his way to 
give a historical talk to school kids, hence the get-up. He’s also in desperate need of a cat sitter.
When Lexie steps in, little does she realise that Billy will be the key to a hidden Edinburgh she 
would have never discovered herself, and he might also be the man to help solve a certain piratical 
puzzle of her own ...

ISBN: 9781781893883
Pages: 170
Category: 
Contemporary/Romantic comedy
Setting: Edinburgh, Scotland
Rights: World
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 4 in Schubert series
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Kirsty Ferry
Kirsty lives in the North East of England with her husband and son. She won the English 
Heritage/Belsay Hall National Creative Writing competition in 2009 and has had articles 
and short stories published. Her work also appears in several anthologies, incorporating 
such diverse themes as vampires, crime, angels and more. Kirsty loves writing ghostly 
mysteries and interweaving fact and fiction. Her day job involves sharing a building with 
an eclectic collection of ghosts, which can often prove rather interesting.
Novels: Some Veil Did Fall, The Girl in the Painting, The Girl in the Photograph, A Little Bit of 
Christmas Magic, Witches and Wishes, Watch For Me by Moonlight, Watch For Me by 
Candlelight, Watch For Me by Twilight, Watch For Me at Christmas, A Christmas Secret, 
Summer at Carrick Park, Spring at Taigh Fallon, A Secret Rose, Jessie’s Little Bookshop by the 
Sea and Christmas on the Isle of Skye, Lily’s Secret, Holly’s Christmas Secret,  It Started with a 
Giggle, It Started with a Pirate, Summer’s Secret Marigold

“Pirates, cats, coffee, cake, intrigue and a tiny bit of romance.... you’re going to love it!”
Fran Stevens, Reader and Reviewer

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/it-started-with-a-pirate/
http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/every-witch-way/
http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-christmas-secret/
http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/it-started-with-a-giggle/


ANGEL OF THE LOST TREASURE BY MARIE LAVAL
A compelling historical mystery/suspense – like The Da Vinci Code with romance!

An ancient secret hidden within a mother’s song ...
When young widow, Marie-Ange Norton is invited to Beauregard in France by the mysterious 
Monsieur Malleval to collect an inheritance, she has no choice but to accept.
But when she embarks on the voyage with her fiery-tempered travelling companion Capitaine Hugo 
Saintclair, little does she know what waits for her across the sea in turbulent nineteenth-century 
France on the eve of Napoleon’s return from exile. When she arrives, she is taken aback by 
Malleval’s fascination with her family – seemingly inspired by his belief they are connected to a 
sacred relic he’s read about in coded manuscripts by the Knights Templar.
As it becomes clear that Malleval’s obsession has driven him to madness, Marie-Ange is horrified to 
realise she is more the man’s prisoner than his guest. Not only that, but Hugo is the only person 
who might be able to help her, and he could represent a different kind of danger ...

ISBN: 9781781894767 
Pages: 306 
Category: Historical/suspense
Setting: France
Rights: World
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
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...

Marie Laval

Originally from Lyon in France, Marie now lives in Lancashire with her family. She 
works full-time as a modern languages teacher, and in her spare times loves writing 
romance and dreaming about romantic heroes. She writes both historical and 
contemporary romance, and her historical romance The Lion’s Embrace won the Gold 
Medal at the Global eBook Awards 2015 (category Historical Romance). She is a 
member of the Romantic Novelists Association and the Society of Authors. Her native 
France, as well as her passion for history and research, very much influences her 
writing, and all her novels have what she likes to call ‘a French twist’! 
Novels: Little Pink Taxi, A Paris Fairy Tale and Bluebell’s Christmas Magic, Escape to the 
Little Chateau, Angel of the Lost Treasure, Happy Dreams at Mermaid Cove

“Danger, drama, suspense and romance are combined so well, making this an enthralling story. This would make a fantastic TV 
costume drama! Now, who to cast as the Capitaine…?”

Joanne Baird, Portobello Book Blog, Blogger and Reviewer

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/angel-of-the-lost-treasure/


STRICTLY ON ICE BY HELEN BUCKLEY
A heartwarming and inspirational debut from a promising new talent in romance fiction.
The first novel in a sports themed series.

When falling in love comes with the risk of falling flat on your face ...
Former Olympic skating champion Katie Saunders is well known for her ‘ice queen’ persona in the 
press. On the face of it, perhaps Katie should have forgiven her former skating partner and ex-
boyfriend, Alex Michaelson, for the accident that shattered both her ankle and their Olympic dreams 
– but she just can’t seem to let it go.
When Katie reluctantly agrees to take part in a new TV skating show, it’s only because she’s desperate 
for cash. What she didn’t count on is the drama – not only is she partnered up with infamous love rat 
rugby player Jamie Welsh, but one of the judges is none other than Alex Michaelson himself.
As the show progresses, will Katie be shown the hard way, once again, that romance on the ice should 
remain strictly off-limits?

ISBN: 9781781894576 
Pages: 320 
Category: Contemporary
Setting: UK
Rights: World
Format:
eBook/audio/paperback

Helen Buckley

Helen Buckley lives in Bedfordshire with her husband and two sons. After working in 
the charity sector in the UK and abroad, she turned her hand to writing and her first 
novel, Star in the Shadows, was published in 2019. She writes any moment that she 
can, enthralled by stories of fame, romance and happy ever afters. Apart from being 
addicted to writing and enjoying soft play with her sons, she’s an avid reader, action-
movie fan and chocolate addict. 
Novel: Strictly on Ice 
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“… really heartwarming and thoroughly uplifting, satisfyingly emotional, and yes, a real lump in the throat and a few tears. I’ll very 
much look forward to reading more from Helen Buckley – this was a book I thoroughly enjoyed.”

Anne Williams, Being Anne, Blogger and Reviewer

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/strictly-on-ice/


A SILENT CHILD BY CLAIRE SHELDON
A gritty crime thriller with a shocking twist. Book two in the Lisa Carter Files, a planned 
series of three. 

The streets are no place for a child ...
After a traumatic event that almost ripped Jen Garner’s family apart, life is finally starting to get 
back to normal.
Then a woman’s body is found in the river. Shortly afterwards, a young boy is discovered wandering 
the streets. He refuses to speak to anyone, just repeats one name over and over, to the confusion of 
most of the local authorities –but Jen knows exactly who he’s asking for, and it’s enough to make 
her blood run cold ...

ISBN: 9781912550302
Pages: 288
Category: Thriller/Crime/Police 
Procedural
Rights: World
Setting: Nottingham/London, UK
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 2 in series

Claire Sheldon
Claire lives in Nottingham with her family, a cat called Whiskers and a 

dog called Podrick. She suffers from Multiple Sclerosis and as a result of 
the disease had to reduce her hours working in insurance for an 
Insolvency Insurer. This spare time enabled her to study a creative 
writing course which inspired her to write her debut, Perfect Lie. When 
Claire isn’t working she enjoys reading crime novels and listening to 
music. Claire is also an avid reader and book blogger. 
Novel: Perfect Lie, A Silent Child 
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“A pulsating and engrossing addition to the Lisa Carter series .”
Karen Mace, Books and Me, Blogger and Reviewer

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/a-silent-child/
https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/perfect-lie/
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SPRING ON RENDEVOUS LANE BY ANGELA BRITNELL
Transatlantic romance. All of Angela’s novels are set in Cornwall or Tennessee
Can even the most seasoned traveller find a home on Rendezvous Lane?
‘Community spirit’ is not a phrase in travel junkie Taran Rossi’s vocabulary. As a former ‘third culture 
kid’ and now spicy street food connoisseur and social media influencer, he’s never really stayed in 
one place long enough to feel part of a community. And that’s just the way he likes it.

But a springtime stint house sitting for his grandmother on Rendezvous Lane in East Nashville could 
lead to a long overdue wake-up call. With the help of single mum Sandy Warner and her young son 
Chip, can Taran come to understand that sometimes it’s not about the place – it’s about the people?

ISBN: 9781781894750
Page: 320
Category: Contemporary 
Rights: World
Setting: Tennessee
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Angela Britnell
Angela was born in St. Stephen, Cornwall, England. After completing her A-Levels she worked 
as a Naval Secretary. She met her husband, a US Naval Flight Officer while being based at a 
small NATO Headquarters on the Jutland Peninsula in Denmark. They lived together in 
Denmark, Sicily, California, southern Maryland and London before settling in Franklin, 
Tennessee. Angela took a creative writing course in 2000 and loved it so much that she has 
barely put her pen down since. She has had short stories and novels published in the US. Her 
novel Sugar & Spice, won Choc Lit’s Search for an American Star competition and is her UK 
debut.
Books: Sugar  and Spice, What Happens in Nashville, The Wedding Reject Table,
You’re the One That I Want, Celtic Love Knot, Love Me for a Reason , Here Comes the Best Man, 
Christmas at Black Cherry Retreat,  One Summer at Little Penhaven, Christmas at Little Penhaven, 
New Year New Guy,  A Summer to Remember in Herring Bay, Christmas at Moonshine Hollow, Spring 
on Rendezvous Lane. 

“A lovely story with some great characters in the wonderful little community.”
Sally Coles, Reader and Reviewer

http://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/spring-on-rendevous-lane/
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JUST FRIENDS IN VEGAS BY LUCY KEELING
The third book in Lucy Keeling’s bestselling ‘Friends’ series …
Is love always a losing game?
When Mya is with Smithy, it feels like her eyes are constantly rolling. His wheeling and dealing 
charisma charms everyone but her. Well, that’s not strictly true – Mya is only human after all, and 
there’s no doubt the man is hot with his suits and swagger. It’s just that Smithy knows Mya’s secret, 
and she’s not sure she can trust him to keep it from their group of friends.
As they immerse themselves in the glamorous and mysterious world of ‘The Suits’, growing closer as 
a result, Smithy has to question whether his time with Mya is destined to become a case of ‘what 
happens in Vegas stays in Vegas’ ...

ISBN: 9781781894798
Page: 230
Category: 
Contemporary/romantic comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Manchester
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 3 in the series

Lucy Keeling
Lucy Keeling is an author writing fun, sexy, stories with all of the happily 
ever afters. When she’s not typing at the kitchen table, she’s arranging 
and then re-arranging to see her friends for the occasional spot of day 
drinking. Lucy is currently writing the third book in a contemporary 
romance series, the first of which was runner-up in Choc Lit’s ‘Search for a 
Star’ competition which was sponsored by Your Cat magazine.
Lucy lives in Greater Manchester with her family.
Books: Just a Boy Friend, Just Friends, Just Friends in Vegas

“This book had everything going for it; an extremely hot male lead  … an endless amount of sexual tension that just builds and builds 
until the inevitable release, a badass woman making her way in a male dominated area and a fabulous Las Vegas setting.”

Hero of Canton, Amazon Reviewer, Vine Voice

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/just-friends-in-vegas/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/make-it-up-to-you/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/just-friends/


SUMMER AT LUCERNE LODGE BY MORTON S. GRAY
A heart-warming, feel-good romantic read 
Could a beautiful old house and a handsome stranger hold the key to a life-changing secret?

Rosie Phillips could be forgiven for not being immediately won over by Tanner Bryant. After all, their 
first meeting involves him knocking a tray of prawn cocktail over her very expensive dress at a charity 
event in the grounds of Lucerne Lodge.

But little does Rosie know how pivotal that awkward first meeting will be, or how the Lodge will 
become the unexpected backdrop for a summer spent finding out who she really is, and who she 
could be …

ISBN: 9781781894804
Pages: 215
Category: 
Contemporary/Romance
Rights: World
Setting: On the coast/UK
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 6 in the series

Morton S. Gray
Morton S. Gray lives with her husband, sons and Lily, the tiny dog, in Worcestershire, U.K. 
She has been reading and writing fiction for as long as she can remember, penning her first 
attempt at a novel aged fourteen, the plot of which closely resembled an Errol Flynn film. 
Life got in the way of writing for many years, until she won a short story competition and the 
spark for writing was well and truly reignited. She carries a notebook everywhere as 
inspiration strikes in the most unlikely places. She enjoys history, loves tracing family trees 
and discovering new crafts. Having a hunger for learning is a bonus for the research required 
for her books.
Novels: The Girl on the Beach, The Truth Lies Buried, Christmas at Borteen Bay, Sunny Days at 
the Beach, Christmas at the Little Beach Café, Summer at Lucerne Lodge
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“A great read with characters you care about and some fascinating twists and turns. Thoroughly enjoyed this novel in a great seaside 
location. ”

Yvonne Green, Reader and Reviewer

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-thiefs-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/the-captains-daughter/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/summer-at-lucerne-lodge/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/daughter-of-river-valley/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/sunny-days-at-the-beach/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/christmas-at-the-little-beach-cafe/


A SUMMER OF SECOND CHANCES BY CAROL THOMAS 
A heart-warming romance full of love, friendship and four legged friends! 
Does first love deserve a second chance?
Ava Flynn sometimes feels like the clothes donated to her charity shop have seen more life than her, 
but ‘maximum dedication for a minimal wage’ is what it takes to keep her mother’s beloved wildlife 
charity, All Critters Great and Small, running – especially in the village of Dapplebury, where business 
is certainly not booming.
But when Ava’s first love, Henry Bramlington, returns to the village, suddenly life becomes a little too 
eventful. Henry escaped Dapplebury many years before, but now he has the power to make or break 
the village he left behind – All Critters Great and Small included. Can Ava trust the boy who ran away 
to give both her and her charity a second chance?

ISBN: 9781781894705
Pages: 239
Category: 
Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Sussex (fictional English 
village)
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Carol Thomas
Carol Thomas lives on the south coast of England with her husband, four children and lively 
young Labrador. She has been a playgroup supervisor and was a primary school teacher for 
over fifteen years, before dedicating more of her time to writing. Carol is a regular volunteer 
at her local Cancer Research UK shop. She has a passion for reading, writing and people 
watching and can often be found loitering in local cafes drinking too much tea and working 
on her next book. Carol writes for both Choc Lit and Ruby Fiction.
Novels: The Purrfect Pet Sitter, Maybe Baby, A Summer of Second Chances
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“A Summer of Second Chances is a wonderful story about friendship, community and love and just the kind of escapist reading I
enjoy.”

Joanne Baird, Portobello Book Blog, Reviewer and Blogger

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-summer-of-second-chances/


YOURS, TRUDY BY GINA HOLLANDS
A hilarious and heartfelt romantic comedy for 2021
How many positive words and exclamation marks can you fit into the space of one 
email?
A lot is the answer, if you’re Trudy Drinkwater. As ‘Head of People Happiness’, her cheery 
emails are carefully written to boost the morale of her ‘fellow finned friends’ at Pink Fish 
Web Design. Yay!
But, in reality, there is very little Trudy has to say ‘yay!’ about in her home life. Her 
marriage is all but over, she’s in a near constant battle to make her two chicken nugget 
loving teens eat anything vaguely nutritious, and the days when she and her husband were 
young lovers with big dreams seem very far away.
Can Trudy keep up the chirpy pretence of her day job, or does she really need a new start 
and a second chance at true happiness?

ISBN: 9781912550487
Pages: 230
Category: 
Contemporary/Romantic comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Worthing, Sussex, UK
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Gina Hollands
Originally from Yorkshire, Gina now lives by the sea in West Sussex with 
her husband and son. When she’s not working in her job in marketing 
and PR, or writing her latest book, Gina can be found dancing 
everything from lindy hop to salsa, shopping (she loves clothes far too 
much for her own good), eating out (she hates cooking far too much for 
her own good), or relaxing, which generally involves reading a book 
someone else has written or indulging in her new hobby of learning to 
play the piano. She has a sneaky suspicion she may be a musical genius 
in the making, but isn’t about to give up the day job just yet. Gina writes 
for both Choc Lit & Ruby Fiction. 
Novels: Yours, Trudy and Little Village of Second Chances 
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“This novel is an absolute must for anyone who needs a pick me up in a hurry. I loved absolutely every little bit of it. Trudy, as Head of 
People Happiness had me laughing out loud.”

Fran Stevens, Reader and Reviewer

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/yours-trudy/


FINDING SUMMER HAPPINESS BY CHRIS PENHALL
A hilarious and heartfelt romantic comedy for 2021
You won’t find happiness without breaking a few eggs ...
Miriam Ryan was the MD of a successful events and catering company, but these days even 
the thought of chopping an onion sends her stress levels sky rocketing. A retreat to the 
Welsh village of her childhood holidays seems to offer the escape she’s craving – just 
peace, quiet, no people, a generous supply of ready meals ... did she mention no people?
Enter a cheery pub landlord, a lovesick letting agent, a grumpy astronomer with a fridge 
raiding habit – not to mention a surprise supper club that requires the chopping of many 
onions – and Miriam realises her escape has turned into exactly what she was trying to get 
away from, but could that be just the thing she needs to allow a little bit of summer 
happiness into her life?

ISBN: 9781912550494
Pages: 288
Category: 
Contemporary/Romantic Comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Wales
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

Chris Penhall
Chris is a freelance writer and radio producer. Born in South Wales, she has also lived 
near London and in Portugal, which is where The House That Alice Built is set. It was 
whilst living in Cascais near Lisbon that she began to dabble in writing fiction, but it 
was many years later that she was confident enough to start writing her first novel, 
and many years after that she finally finished it.  A lover of books, music and cats, she 
is also an enthusiastic salsa dancer, a keen cook and loves to travel. She is never 
happier than when she is gazing at the sea. Chris has two grown-up daughters and 
lives in the Essex countryside. Chris’s debut novel, The House That Alice Built won 
Choc Lit’s Search for a Star competition sponsored by Your Cat Magazine.
Novels: The House That Alice Built, New Beginnings at the Little House in the Sun, Finding 
Summer Happiness
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“Chris Penhall has written another captivating unexpected romance full of humour.”
Hilary Brown, Reader and Reviewer

https://www.rubyfiction.com/dd-product/finding-summer-happiness/


RECIPE FOR MR RIGHT BY ANNI ROSE
A hilarious and quirky romcom from an exciting new writing talent 

A sprinkle of luck and a dollop of fate …
Ruby Brooks is a little sceptical when her horoscope say she’s going to have a fabulous year –
especially when she loses a boyfriend and a job in quick succession. Plus, a rogue kitchen fitter has run 
off and taken everything, including the kitchen sink!
So, Ruby takes luck and fate into her own hands with an unusual resolution – she’ll enter ten 
competitions a day, whether they’re for her dream Japanese holiday or a year’s supply of dog food 
(she doesn’t have a dog), and win her way to happiness.
But when a Valentine’s Day prize from a local restaurant results in chef Adam Finder (and his dog, 
Brutus) appearing in her life, is that luck or fate? And will Ruby ultimately find out that true happiness 
doesn’t need to be won?

ISBN: 9781781894576 
Pages: 320 
Category: 
Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Setting: UK
Rights: World
Format:
eBook/audio/paperback

Anni Rose

Anni lives in Wiltshire with her husband, her sister, two dogs, a cat and a grey speckled hen. She has had 
a number of short stories published in various magazines and her work also appears in a number of 
anthologies. She has wanted to write for as long as she can remember. As a child, she produced reams 
of stories. Thankfully most of them have been lost over the years, although the ‘Attack of the Killer 
Tomatoes’ did resurface recently! And when not writing, she read voraciously. Work might have got in 
the way for a while, but writing was a love that never died and she loves it as much now as she did back 
then. These days, she writes modern day romances with – spoiler alert – a happy ending and a healthy 
dollop of humour thrown in. Away from writing, Anni can usually be found behind a camera, walking her 
dogs, enjoying her husband’s curries or one of her sister’s bakery treats.
Novel: Recipe For Mr Right 14

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/recipe-for-mr-right/


HAPPY DREAMS AT MERMAID COVE BY MARIE LAVAL
An uplifting and unique romance for 2021, set on the beautiful Isle of Skye. 

From the big city to a little yellow mobile library on the Isle of Skye ...
When Jenna Palmer agrees to the new position of mobile librarian on the tiny Arrandale peninsular 
of the Isle of Skye, she knows she’s signing up for difficult working conditions and mediocre wages. 
But Jenna needs to get away, and a little yellow mobile library called Buttercup could be her escape 
to happier dreams ...
However, whilst Jenna can get to grips with foggy island roads, local mermaid legends and even big 
purple monsters, she never expected to have to contend with a boss as grumpy as Daniel 
McGregor, or a young book lover as enthusiastic as his niece, Katrina.
Arrandale might represent Jenna’s safe port in a storm, but could she and Buttercup also become a 
beacon of hope to Daniel, Katrina and the entire island community?

ISBN: 9781781894828
Pages: 312
Category: 
Contemporary/Romance
Setting: Isle of Skye
Rights: World
Format: eBook/audio/paperback

15

...

Marie Laval

Originally from Lyon in France, Marie now lives in Lancashire with her family. She 
works full-time as a modern languages teacher, and in her spare times loves writing 
romance and dreaming about romantic heroes. She writes both historical and 
contemporary romance, and her historical romance The Lion’s Embrace won the Gold 
Medal at the Global eBook Awards 2015 (category Historical Romance). She is a 
member of the Romantic Novelists Association and the Society of Authors. Her native 
France, as well as her passion for history and research, very much influences her 
writing, and all her novels have what she likes to call ‘a French twist’! 
Novels: Little Pink Taxi, A Paris Fairy Tale and Bluebell’s Christmas Magic, Escape to the 
Little Chateau, Angel of the Lost Treasure , Happy Dreams at Mermaid Cove

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/happy-dreams-at-mermaid-cove/


SUMMER OF HOPES AND DREAMS BY SUE MCDONAGH
A quirky romcom by Sue McDonagh. Set in Wales and part of the author’s ‘Art Café’ series.
Can “Dozy Rosie” spice up her life and prove she’s not boring?

Rosie Bunting has spent her life caring for others, often at the expense of her own hopes and dreams. 
But when she overhears somebody describing her as “boring”, she decides it’s time for a change.
Little does she realise that the outdoor pursuits weekend brochure handed to her at the local Art Café 
will kick start a summer that will see her abseiling down a Welsh cliff face in “eye watering” leggings, 
rediscovering her artistic side and unexpectedly inheriting an old fire engine. It also involves meeting 
hunky outdoor instructor, Gareth Merwyn-Jones – although of course he’d never be interested in 
Dozy Rosie Bunting ... would he?
One thing’s for certain: Rosie’s path to achieving her hopes and dreams might not be smooth, but it’s 
definitely not boring.

ISBN: 9781781894811
Pages: 320
Category: Contemporary/Romantic 
Comedy
Rights: World
Setting: Wales – on the coast
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 4 in the series

Sue McDonagh
Sue McDonagh’s career as a policewoman for Essex Police was cut short when she was diagnosed at 
the age of twenty-four with ovarian cancer. After a successful recovery and a stint working as a Press 
Officer she moved to Wales. In Wales her love of art evolved into a full-time occupation and she made 
a living teaching and sketching portraits at shows. In 2014 she was a regional finalist for the Sky Arts 
Portrait Artist of the Year. She now works exclusively to commissions from her art gallery. In 2009 she 
learned to ride a motorbike, and now helps run Curvy Riders, a national, women only, motorbike club. 
Her joy of motorbikes and her love of writing inspired her to write the Art Café series. Sue, granny of 
two little girls and proud mum of two stepsons, lives a mile from the sea in Wales. She can often be 
found with her border terrier, Scribble, at her art gallery. Scribble thinks the customers only come in 
to see him. Sometimes, Sue thinks that too. When she’s not painting, she’s writing or on her 
motorbike. Novels: Summer at the Art Café, Meet Me at the Art Café, Escape to the Art Café, Summer 
of Hopes and Dreams 
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SUMMER’S SECRET MARIGOLD BY KIRSTY FERRY 
An atmospheric time slip romance. Set in Cornwall and part of the author’s ‘Cornish Secrets’ 
series.
Can a summer secret from the past allow a new future to bloom?
For two people who run competing arts centres in Cornwall, Sybill Helyer and Coren Penhaligon get 
on rather well. So well in fact that Sybill often wishes the owner of Pencradoc Arts Centre would look 
up from his spreadsheets for a minute and notice her. Unfortunately, even that’s too much to ask 
from workaholic Coren.
However, when the pair join forces to run an exhibition on the wild and wonderful life of Elsie 
Pencradoc, a talented artist who lived at Coren’s estate in the early twentieth century, they’re in for a 
surprise. How will a secret sketchbook and an exquisite gothic dress from a long-ago midsummer 
costume ball lead them to the scandalous truth about Elsie – and perhaps encourage them to reveal a 
few long-kept secrets of their own?

ISBN: 9781781894880
Pages: 320
Category: 
Contemporary/Romance/Time Slip
Rights: World
Setting: Bodmin Moor, Cornwall
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 4 in the series
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Kirsty Ferry
Kirsty lives in the North East of England with her husband and son. She won the English 
Heritage/Belsay Hall National Creative Writing competition in 2009 and has had articles and 
short stories published. Her work also appears in several anthologies, incorporating such 
diverse themes as vampires, crime, angels and more. Kirsty loves writing ghostly mysteries 
and interweaving fact and fiction. Her day job involves sharing a building with an eclectic 
collection of ghosts, which can often prove rather interesting.
Novels: Some Veil Did Fall, The Girl in the Painting, The Girl in the Photograph, A Little Bit of 
Christmas Magic, Witches and Wishes, Watch For Me by Moonlight, Watch For Me by Candlelight, 
Watch For Me by Twilight, Watch For Me at Christmas, A Christmas Secret, Summer at Carrick 
Park, Spring at Taigh Fallon, A Secret Rose, Jessie’s Little Bookshop by the Sea and Christmas on 
the Isle of Skye, Lily’s Secret, Holly’s Christmas Secret,  It Started with a Giggle, It Started with a 
Pirate, Summer’s Secret Marigold

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Summers-Secret-Marigold-Cornish-Secrets-ebook/dp/B095PYDT8Z
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-secret-rose/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/lilys-secret/
https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/a-secret-rose/


SUNNY SUMMER TREATS  FROM SIXTEEN AUTHORS

ISBN: 9781781894880
Pages: 320
Category:
Anthology of short stories
Rights: World
Format: eBook/audio/paperback
Book 2 in series
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Treat yourself this summer ...

You’ve had Cosy Christmas Treats, now try our summer selection! This collection of sunny 

short stories is perfect reading whether you’re living it up at the beach, sunning yourself in the 

garden or sheltering indoors from the Great British summertime. 

From breathtaking boat rides on beautiful Greek islands to going on the run through the 

streets of Paris , from ‘best ever ice cream’ to pasteis de nata in pretty Portuguese cafes, 

these stories celebrate everything there is to love about summer, home and abroad –

including, of course, a bit of holiday romance!

Authors included: Jan Baynham, Angela Britnell, Helen Buckley, Ella Cook, Kirsty Ferry, 

Morton S. Gray, Gina Hollands, Sharon Ibbotson, Margaret James, Marie Laval, Sue 

McDonagh, Chris Penhall, Anni Rose, Berni Stevens, Carol Thomas and Evonne 

Wareham

https://www.choc-lit.com/dd-product/sunny-summer-treats/
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FINALISTS IN THE ROMANTIC NOVEL AWARDS 2021

9781781894552
Category: Jackie Collins Award for Romantic Thriller

9781781893371
Category: Historical Romantic Novel

See all of our awards here …
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9781781894071
Christmas

Series

9781781894071
Christmas

Series

9781781894347
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781894323
Contemporary/Christmas

9781912550227
Contemporary/Christmas

9781912550258
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781893920
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781893340
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781894408
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781893968
Contemporary/Christmas
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9781781894538 
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781894460
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781892657
Historical/Adventure/Pirates

9781781890813
Historical

9781781892251 
Award-Winning Author

Historical/Regency

9781781890714
Historical/Adventure

9781781893388
Historical

9781781891445 
Award-Winning Author

Historical/Regency
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9781781892947
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781892329 
Award Finalist

Contemporary/Christmas
Series

9781781892817
Award-Winning Author

Contemporary/Christmas

9781781894712 
Contemporary/Christmas 

Stories

9781781893678
Award-Winning Author

Contemporary/Christmas

9781781894071
Award Winning Title

Contemporary/Christmas

9781781894293
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781894309
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781891544 
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781894316
Award Finalist

Contemporary/Christmas
Series

9781781894118
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781893272
Contemporary/Christmas

Series
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9781781894354
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781894361
Historical/WW1/Christmas

Series

9781781894675
Contemporary/Christmas

Series

9781781892749
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781892749
Contemporary/Christmas

9781781894668
Contemporary/Christmas
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9781781893548
Contemporary

Novella –38k  words

9781781893562
Contemporary

Novell–36k  words

9781781893593
Contemporary

Novella– 52k  words

9781781893555
Contemporary/Suspense

Novella –31k  words

9781781893586
Historical/Regency Novella 

Award-Winning Author
Novella–41k  words
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Contemporary

Novella – 25k   words
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